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Findings 

Open-loop payment systems accept credit cards, debit cards, and mobile 
“wallets”. For public transit open-loop payments do not require agency-specific 
fare media, can improve boarding efficiency, reduce idling times, and remove costs 
associated with tickets/cards and handling cash (Iseki et al., 2007; Zamer, 2018). 
Using survey data collected from 21 California transit agencies we find they have 
positive perceptions of open-loop payments and their ability to adopt these 
systems. However, they affirm there are challenges including technological 
complexity and equipment costs. We evaluate interest in assistance programs 
aimed at alleviating some of the challenges transit agencies face in implementing 
open-loop payments. 

1. Questions 
Open-loop payments systems – those that accept credit and debit cards 
directly, along with digital wallets (i.e., Apple Pay) and wearable devices – are 
used in many industries. These systems, however, have not been adopted by 
many transit agencies, despite the potential agency benefits including improved 
passenger experience, more efficient boarding (Brakewood et al. 2020), driver 
safety, automated discount verification, and easier fare validation. These 
benefits have spurred large transit agencies including Transport for London, 
New York Metropolitan Transportation Authority, and the Chicago Transit 
Authority to implement open-loop payments. 

While large agencies have resources, staff, and past investments (i.e. in Smart 
Card systems) that support the implementation of open-loop payments, mid-
sized and smaller transit agencies may each face unique challenges in this 
transition (Golub et al. 2022; Perlmutter 2015). Implementing open-loop 
payments may require large investments in equipment and software upgrades 
as well as training staff to manage and use these new systems. At the same time, 
passengers may be reluctant or unable to adapt to digital payment systems. 

Programs like the California Integrated Travel Project (Cal-ITP) aim to help 
transit agencies overcome challenges in implementing open-loop payments. 
Their programs include master service agreements that allow agencies to 
choose from pre-arranged contracts for equipment and payment processing 
and assistance with discount eligibility verification. In this study we investigate 
the challenges transit agencies face when considering open-loop payments and 
their interest in assistance programs that could help with implementation. We 
focus on three inter-related questions: 

1. Do transit agencies want to implement open-loop payment systems? 
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2. Methods 
We collected survey data from a sample of transit agencies in California in the 
fall of 2022 using a combination of convenience-based and random selection. 
We combined a list from Cal-ITP containing 81 agencies with a random 
sample of the California transit agencies reporting to the National Transit 
Database (NTD). The initial sample included about 120 agencies (42 from the 
NTD and 81 from Cal-ITP). Our 21 responses yield a response rate of 17%. 

The survey was informed by a small set of informational interviews, and 
through conversations with Cal-ITP. The survey gathered characteristics of the 
agencies (fleet size, modes of service, etc.), current payment and fare media, 
sentiments about open-loop payments, cash use among passengers, fare 
discounts, General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS), and interest in and 
awareness of Cal-ITP’s programs. The full survey instrument can be found 
in Turner et al. (2023). The results presented here enumerate the interest 
in open-loop payments and challenges faced by transit agencies considering 
open-loop payments. We also explore agency perceptions of support for open-
loop payments among relevant stakeholders and agency interest in assistance 
programs. 

3. Findings 
Our sample includes 21 smaller transit agencies serving rural or mixed areas 
(Table 1). Due to the small sample size, the analysis presented here is largely 
descriptive. The results presented here provide insight into the potential for 
open-loop payments among smaller transit agencies. A few California transit 
agencies are piloting open-loop payments and in our sample, three agencies 
(14%) are in the process of implementing open-loop payments. 

Table 2 presents the challenges with open-loop payments selected by 20% or 
more of the participants. Technology and infrastructure constraints were more 
frequently selected than other challenges such as contracts and internal factors, 
excluding staff capacity. Concerns about riders (lack of customer ability to 
adopt, lack of customer interest) were also selected by about one-quarter of the 
agencies. 

Transit agencies in our study also reported their perceptions of potential 
barriers for passengers to transition to non-cash payments. Though cash may 
be accepted alongside open-loop payments, agencies often reduce costs by 
discontinuing cash payments when adopting open-loop systems. Passengers 
without bank accounts or who are reliant on cash for daily financial activity 

2. What challenges do transit agencies identify when considering open-
loop payments? 

3. What kinds of assistance could help agencies adopt open-loop 
payments? 
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Table 1. Characteristics of agencies participating in the transit payments survey 

Agency characteristic Agency characteristic Agencies with characteristic (N = 21) Agencies with characteristic (N = 21) 

Service area types Service area types Count Count Percent Percent 

Rural 11 52% 

Other: Rural and Urban 5 24% 

Regional 2 10% 

Suburban 2 10% 

Urban 1 5% 

Agency fleet size Agency fleet size Count Count Percent Percent 

Fewer than 25 vehicles 11 52% 

25 to 49 vehicles 1 5% 

50 to 99 vehicles 5 24% 

100 to 249 vehicles 3 14% 

250 to 499 vehicles 1 5% 

500 or more vehicles 0 0% 

Fare payment at boarding Fare payment at boarding Count Count Percent Percent 

Cash 20 95% 

Agency issued passes 8 38% 

Tap cards 6 29% 

Smartphone in-app purchases 5 24% 

Magnetic stripe cards 4 19% 

Tap with phone or watch 2 10% 

Consideration of open-loop payments Consideration of open-loop payments Count Count Percent Percent 

No, we have not considered it 4 19% 

No, but we have considered it 6 29% 

No, but we are currently considering it 8 38% 

Yes, in the process of implementing open payments 3 14% 

may be less able to adapt to open-loop payments. Our agencies perceive the top 
passenger challenges in adapting to non-cash systems to be new technology and 
banking. 

Our respondents also had positive sentiments about open-loop payments more 
generally (Figure 1). The majority (71%) agree or strongly agree that open-
loop payments will improve operational efficiency, while approximately half 
agree that they will make inter-agency transfers easier for passengers. Positive 
sentiments are also reflected in disagreement with “increase the risk of 
passenger robbery”. Agencies were split on “do not meet the needs of 
passengers,” and were more neutral about discount eligibility verification and 
data or privacy concerns. Finally, they had somewhat negative perspectives on 
financial savings. 

We also asked the agencies their perspectives on the support for open-loop 
payments among those associated with the agency (Figure 2). At least 50% of 
those responding to each question perceive the relevant group as supporting or 
strongly supporting open-loop payments, while the remainder are neutral. 
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Table 2. Agency and passenger challenges (perceived) with open-loop or cashless payments 

Challenges Challenges Agencies selecting challenge (N = 21) Agencies selecting challenge (N = 21) 

Agency challenges with open-loop payments Agency challenges with open-loop payments Count Count Percent Percent 

Backend payment infrastructure 12 57% 

Cost of open payment equipment 11 52% 

Technological complexity 11 52% 

Staff or other capacity limitations 10 48% 

Equipment installation 9 43% 

Lack of customer ability to adopt 7 33% 

Regional coordination 6 29% 

Lack of customer interest 5 24% 

Discount eligibility verification 5 24% 

Agency-reported expected passenger barriers to non-cash Agency-reported expected passenger barriers to non-cash Count Count Percent Percent 

Lack of familiarity with new technology 16 76% 

Lack of a bank account, cards, or mobile devices 13 62% 

New technology does not fit passenger's needs 12 57% 

Difficulties obtaining a bank account, cards, or mobile devices 10 48% 

Lack of interest in new technology 9 43% 

Preference for cash as a budgeting tool 7 33% 

Lack of trust in data-collecting entities 6 29% 

Preference for cash as a privacy and/or resiliency tool 3 14% 

Figure 1. Sentiments about implementing open-loop payment systems (N = 21) 1,2 

1 Some statements are positive, and some negative, so disagreement does not always reflect a negative opinion. 
2 Sample sizes are noted and vary due to item non-response. 

To address the challenges associated with open-loop payments, Cal-ITP offers 
transit agencies assistance. Though some agencies participating in our study 
are not familiar with all of the Cal-ITP programs (see Turner et al. 2023), we 
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Figure 2. Agency-reported support for open-loop payments among groups connected to the transit agency1 

1 Sample sizes are noted and vary due to item non-response. 

Figure 3. Agency use of and interest in programs offered by Cal-ITP (N = 20)1 

1 Sample sizes are noted and vary due to item non-response. 

find that they want to learn more about or use many of them (red and green 
segments in Figure 3). A few agencies have used some of the programs, while at 
most 21% of the sample is “not interested” in each program. 

Our results show that agencies are interested in open-loop payments, but that 
they do face challenges with implementing these new systems. There is, 
however, a high level of interest in assistance programs among the small and 
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mid-sized agencies in our sample. This suggests that these kinds of programs 
may provide a means for small and mid-sized agencies to overcome challenges 
due to the lack of staff, financial, or other resources when considering open-
loop payments. State level programs such as those offered by Cal-ITP can create 
economies of scale, facilitate the exchange of knowledge, provide a model for 
contract terms and vendor agreements, and improve outcomes for passengers. 
These assistance programs may serve as a template for similar assistance 
programs and policies in other areas of the US and some elements may even 
translate internationally. 
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